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From New York Times bestselling author Jana DeLeon, the seventh book in the Miss Fortune

series.A force to be reckoned withâ€¦During missions as a CIA assassin, Fortune Redding saw and

overcame most every obstacle, but Sinful, Louisiana, keeps producing new challenges for her.

When a hurricane blows through, it brings a shower of counterfeit money raining down on the tiny

bayou town. When the money is linked back to Ahmad, the arms dealer who issued the kill order on

Fortune, everyone is worried that her nemesis is far too close for comfort. When Ahmadâ€™s men

turn up in Sinful, the situation becomes life-and-death for Fortune, Ida Belle, and Gertie, and Deputy

Carter LeBlanc learns Fortuneâ€™s true identity. As Swamp Team 3 rushes to locate the

counterfeiter, Fortune hopes to take down Ahmad and free herself from her fake life. But will her

relationship with Carter make it now that he knows the truth?
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A great mystery, you had me fooled. But I had to take off a star, I would have been happier with a

different ending for Fortune. And I realize things can change and a new direction can be a good



thing ; the ending felt very final and sad, to me :(

Another great book for Fortune and the gang. Jana Deleon doesn't disappoint. I'm glad that Carter

finally knows about Fortune, Ida Belle and Gertie and regardless of what he said to Fortune at the

end, I don't think things are over for them just yet. They will be crossing paths a lot in Sinful and the

attraction is still there for both of them. Carter may try to fight it but I doubt he will succeed in the

end.

Being a new mother, I was in the need of something light-hearted and entertaining. I love the

adventures of Gertie, Ida Belle, and Fortune, however I am sick with the ending. I realize that there

is another book, but as the Mudbug series seems to have ended, I feel like this is a big thing to

resolve in a book or two.

I liked the book a lot. Could not put it down. You finally get to know what kind of a CIA operative

Fortune was. Lethal! But I did not like the ending. Carter is asking for something which if the tables

were turned and were asked of him ... his reaction would be totally different. I do LOVE how the

Seniors showed up Harrison, Fortune's partner, and made Carter realize just how capable they

were. Overall it is a fantastic book. But if you are looking for a happy ending in her love life.. it isn't

there.

Jana Deleon does not disappoint. I couldn't put down the book. I realize some things needed to

come to light. But I agree with some of the other reviewers. I was disappointed in how it ended. I am

not sure if I want to invest my time in the next book.

Another winner in the Miss Fortune series. I loved this book - a great humorous mystery with plenty

of romantic angst between Fortune and Carter. It grabbed my attention from the first page and kept

me hooked until the very last page.I'm not really sure why others aren't satisfied with the ending - it

seemed like it ended the way it needed to. Yes, this is a stand alone book with a satisfying

conclusion. However, it does still set up the next book WITHOUT a cliffhanger.If you are a fan of the

genre, you will love this book.

I was looking forward to this book. But was not a fan of the ending. I figure Fortune is a stronger

female character with her background than what has been written recently. Grab a pair and have an



adult conversation with Carter. Make a decision. She's been there all summer.This is getting drawn

out longer than I had hoped. I enjoy the series and the Characters, and would continue to read it if

more happened. It needs more of a nudge to advance the story line. It feels like it's in a holding

pattern and is circling around the same problem every book.

Plenty of action unfolds as Fortune's identity is exposed, Ahmad and his men are drawing nearer, a

hurricane hits town, and another murder mystery needs to be solved. I love catching up with all of

the characters, back stories, and adventures in Sinful; especially when ST3 is at the helm. One of

the best in the series!
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